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October 3, 2014 
 

Spider Introduces the Astro E2200 Traction Hoist 
     

Seattle – Spider, a division of SafeWorks, LLC, recently launched the next 
generation Astro E2200 traction hoist. 
 
With the best-in-class 2,200 lb load capacity and integrated safeties, the new 
Astro E2200 offers the perfect lifting solution for heavy construction and 
industrial installation and maintenance, including various elevator projects.    
 
The integrated safeties are built into the body of the hoist, ensuring operator 
safety by eliminating the risk of omission or poor install.  The longest duty 
cycle in its class provides the operator confidence to finish the job.  Load 
dependent traction extends the life of the wire rope.  And modular 
construction, ergonomic handles, and a standard visible hour meter are 
additional features that make the Astro E2200 easy to operate. 

 
Additionally, with a few simple modifications of the controls, pendant, or mechanical interface, the 
Astro E2200 can be customized to meet the customer’s unique elevator installation needs. 
 
“For over 25 years, Astro has provided a safe, robust and proven lifting solution for a variety of 
industrial and construction applications,” comments John Sotiroff, Vice President of Sales and 
Distribution.  “Now the next generation Astro E2200 delivers the same proven performance, but with 
increased load capacity specifically designed for heavy elevator projects.  It is available for rent or 
purchase from 24 Spider locations in the Americas, enabling easy, cost-effective support and service 
locally.” 
 
The Astro E2200 is UL-classified and manufactured in Spider’s ISO 9001:2008 certified facility.  For 
more information, watch the animation at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGoDA0qdCwU or 
download the brochure at http://suspended-
scaffolding.spiderstaging.com/Asset/Astro_1000kg_Spider_rd8.pdf.   
 
Media Contact:   
Heidi Krueger – Marketing Specialist 
Heidi.Krueger@SafeWorks.com  
 
 
About Spider: 
Founded in 1947, Spider, a division of SafeWorks, created the powered suspended access business by introducing the well-
known Spider basket. Since then, our product and service offering has expanded greatly to serve the needs of an ever-growing 
marketplace.  Spider is the largest manufacturer and distributor of access and safety solutions in North America, serving more 
customers from more locations with a wider variety of products and services than any other company. From baskets, traction 
hoist and platform rental, to safety and training, to specialty-engineered products - Spider has a strong team of professionals, 
along with a national network of sales, service and support capabilities to provide you with the most reliable access solutions 
available. 
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